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The Transposed Musician:  
Teaching Universal Skills to Improve Performance and Benefit Life

This demonstration-lecture introduces the idea behind the 2020 book Transposed 
Musician (which has received many glowing reviews including from Stephen Hough). It 
is a practical guide to teaching universal skills comprehensively within the context of 
the traditional music lesson. The results not only empower students to better confront 
the challenges of the twenty-first century, they significantly improve musicianship and 
proficiency – a double benefit. Most music teachers know that their students ‘pick up’ 
valuable universal life skills when they study music, including: problem-solving, critical 
thinking, creativity, patience, focus, collaboration, and communication. Indeed, these 
skills are extolled by many as an important reason to study music. Until now, however, 
universal skills have been largely left to students to develop on their own. These skills 
are an untapped goldmine for our students! Well-learned universal skills are invaluable 
tools which can be used for any application. Now, music teachers have a method that 
not only shows them how to systematically teach universal skills in the lesson to 
improve performance, it also shows them how to help their students transfer those skills 
to any aspect of life as well. This method dramatically expands the reach and benefits of 
the traditional music lesson.   
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